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Company Profile

KEYU INTELLIGENT CO., LTD. is one of the most famous intelligent lock factories in

China. It located at Jiangmen City, Guangdong Pearl River Delta, China. In China, the first

intelligent card lock was born here. KEYU integrates R&D, manufacture, sale and

maintenance together. KEYU began to design and manufacture intelligent lock in 1993,

and fulfilled the products of magnetic card lock in the same year, we launched IC card lock

in 1995, RF card lock in 2000, Electronic cabinet lock in 2003, and Fingerprint lock in 2006.

KEYU is member of the China Lock Council. “HUNE” is our well-known brand!

KEYU has his own workshop and consummate producing equipments, manufacture

all of the intelligent products independently. KEYU is the top 3 intelligent lock

manufacturers in China.

KEYU imported the advanced technology and management system to make sure

synchronize with the world. KEYU has passed and executed ISO9001： 2000. KEYU

cooperates with Korean enterprise together to develop intelligent lock, to improve the style,

quality of product with low cost.

KEYU has his owns professional procession to develop all of the intelligent products

independently, in this way, KEYU can control and improve the quality and function of

product better. KEYU has fulfilled Magnetic card lock, IC card lock, TM card lock, RF

card lock, Fingerprint lock, Electronic cabinet lock, Intelligent safe, Energy-saving

switch and Electronic control panel successfully. So far, KEYU is one of the top

manufacturers which have largest varieties and styles of intelligent locks in China. For

many years, our products passed lots of quality tests by the Ministry of Public Security and

other qualified Detect Departments, and we also got some international certificates.

KEYU has powerful marketing channel. KEYU has more than 30 branch companies’

offices and technical service centers, more than 200 sales office in the main cities of

China. And we has established several services sites in Korea, United States, Singapore,

Denmark, Spain, Thailand, Cambodia, Argentina and Hong Kong etc., we also have

exclusive agent in Turkey. We are providing high-quality products and convenient services

for more than 10,000 users.

KEYU always insists on the principle of " High quality, favorable credit". In the fierce

market competition, KEYU has always been the same, quality as pioneer, backed by

technology, so we win good appreciation from domestic customers and oversea

customers. KEYU staffs believe firmly that only the product that brings mankind
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convenience is the real technological product. KEYU will be your lifetime partner!

Welcome to visit our website www.hune.cn for more information.

Our products:
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Our Certificates:

CE, FCC, ROSH, ISO9001:2000.etc..
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